Subject of this paper is the design of optimal experiments for chemical processes described by nonlinear DAE models. The optimization aims at maximizing the statistical quality of a parameter estimate from experimental data. This leads to optimal control problems with an unusual and intricate objective function which depends implicitly on first derivatives of the solution of the underlying DAE. We treat these problems by the direct approach and solve them using an structured SQP method. The required first and second derivatives of the solution of the DAE are computed very efficiently by a special coupling of the techniques of Internal Numerical Differentiation and Automatic Differentiation. The performance of our approach is demonstrated for an application to chemical reaction kinetics.
Introduction
Computational simulation and optimization of chemical processes based on mathematical models is essential in today's chemical industry. From the planning of a production plant via the optimization of the production process, regarding, e.g., yield maximization or minimization of the formation of pollutants, up to the training of employees and the simulation of critical scenarios, mathematical tools can be applied to support the decisions of chemical engineers. To reproduce the real world behaviour properly the processes must be described by mathematical models which are valid over a wide range. In this paper we consider so called rigorous models which are based on physical and chemical laws. Especially, we concentrate on processes in reaction kinetics and chemical engineering which can be modeled by systems of differential algebraic equations (DAE). Typically, these DAE systems are nonlinear and stiff.
Often the models depend on parameters the values of which have to be determined from measurements. Typically, these parameters describe specific properties of the reactions and of the involved species, for example reaction orders, reaction rates, velocity constants, equilibrium constants, or reaction enthalpies.
The parameters are estimated by fitting measurement data given from experiments. The conduction of these experiments is often extremely expensive and time consuming. Depending on the design of the experiments the confidence regions of the estimated parameters may be small or large. The aim of optimum experimental design is to determine experiments that yield a parameter estimation with maximum statistical quality. This leads to intricate infinite-dimensional nonlinear optimization problems. This paper deals with the formulation of these problems, the solution procedures, and their capabilities.
Additionally, several constraints have to be considered in the experimental design problem, such as cost limitations, restrictions on the number of measurements, safety and environmental protection rules, or the validity of the model describing the process. The mathematical formulation of these restrictions yields numerous nonlinear and particularly time dependent equality and inequality constraints.
Optimum experimental design applied to linear models has been investigated already for a long time, see, e.g., the textbooks of Atkinson and Donev [AD92] or Pukelsheim [Puk93] . Nowadays, these methods are frequently used in industry.
In contrast to this, there are only a few papers on optimum experimental design for nonlinear models and especially for models describing dynamic processes. Rudolph and Herrendörfer [RH95] applied experimental design to nonlinear regression models used in long-term selection. For a system with three unknown model parameters, the optimum experimental design is calculated analytically. Baltes et al. [BSSR94] studied a nonlinear dynamical system in unstructured growth models. To design optimal experiments they set up an unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem which they solved by a simplex algorithm, see Nelder and Mead [NM64] . Nonlinear optimum ex-perimental design for chemical reaction systems was treated by Lohmann et al. [LBS92, Loh93] . He considered the optimal selection of the measurements but the variables describing the behavior of the process were kept fixed. Consequently, his optimization problems have a simpler structure than the ones presented in this paper. Hilf [Hil96] developed and implemented methods for nonlinear optimum experimental design for mechanical problems described by DAE systems. In this case, he only had to consider optimum experimental design problems in which the underlying parameter estimation problems are unconstrained. Moreover the differential equations describing the mechanical models are not stiff.
Our paper is structured as follows: In section 2, the experimental design optimization problem is formulated, resulting in a nonlinear state-constrained optimal control problem in DAE systems where the objective function implicitly depends on first derivatives of the solution of the underlying constrained parameter estimation problem. In section 3, we present a direct approach to solve these problems. In section 4, we introduce the SQP method which we use for the numerical solution and we describe the special requirements in the case of optimum experimental design. How we compute the required derivatives of the objective function and the constraints using techniques of Internal Numerical Differentiation combined with Automatic Differentiation and semi-analytic formulas is explained in section 5. In section 6, we present a sequential procedure for optimum experimental design and parameter estimation and briefly sketch a method based on multiple shooting to solve the occurring constrained parameter estimation problems numerically. Finally, in section 7, we give applications of our methods to an example from chemical reaction kinetics, the reaction of urethane.
Formulation of the optimum experimental design problem
The aim of optimum experimental design is to plan experiments in order to maximize the statistical reliability of some variables estimated from the experimental data. These variables are typically the unknown parameters in the process model -here we consider DAE systems -but may also be additional characteristic quantities such as, e.g., initial values of the state variables or other trajectory values that may be important.
Parameter estimation
We first describe the underlying constrained parameter estimation problem and consider an augmented formulation which already contains the quanti-ties required for optimum experimental design. Typically, not all unknown variables can be estimated from a single experiment with sufficient reliability. Therefore we consider parameter estimation problems for multiple experiments containing N ex single experiments:
(1) subject to for (i = 1, . . . , N ex ) :
+ additional interior point constraints
A least-squares functional is minimized subject to the parameters p ∈ IR np and the differential and algebraic state variables
nz i in order to approximate the experimental data best. We consider experimental data
with measurement values η ij ∈ IR and the corresponding values of the model responses b ij (t ij , x i (t ij ), p, q i ). The measurement errors ε = (ε 1 , . . . , ε Nex ), ε i = (ε i1 , . . . , ε inm i ), i = 1, . . . , N ex , are assumed to be independent and normally distributed with expected value zero and known variance-covariance matrix
The weights w i ∈ {0, 1} nm i describe a selection of measurement points out of the possible ones. They are fixed in the parameter estimation problem as well as the control variables q i ∈ IR nq i and the control profiles
The measurement values η ij and the standard deviations σ i ∈ IR nm i are given from the experimental data.
Note that all variables besides the parameters p are only locally defined in each experiment. The model equations (2) and (3) of the DAE system may differ from one experiment to another as well as the constraints and the dimensions of the variables y i , z i , q i , u i , w i , and σ i .
Parametrization of the solution of the DAE system
The constrained parameter estimation problem (1) to (4) depends on the solution functions
. . , N ex , of the DAE system (2) and (3). We use a direct approach to transfer the infinite-dimensional optimization problem to a finite-dimensional one. Therefore, we introduce additional variables s i , i = 1, . . . , N ex , which, e.g., can be the initial values of the DAE system at time t = t i,0 . We add the consistency conditions
to the vector of constraints d i , i = 1, . . . , N ex , of the parameter estimation problem. The solution of the DAE system can now be considered as a function of the finite-dimensional variables s i (of course also depending on the parameters p and the fixed controls q and u), which is computed by an integration method solving the DAE system with initial values x(t i,0 ) = s i . Possible additional constraints for the variables s i are also added to the constraints d i .
Thus we can write the parameter estimation problem (1) to (4) in an equivalent form as a finite-dimensional constrained least-squares problem in the variables s and p:
subject to
Remark: Like the parameters p, also the introduced variables s i are random variables. If the user is not only interested in the reliability of the model parameters and initial values, but also in the reliability of the trajectories of some important components, additional variables s i,j at some interior points t i,j ∈ [t i,0 ; t i,f i ] may be introduced. The underlying parameter estimation problem is then of the form (29) to (32) as described in section 6.2.
Variance-covariance matrix
We linearize the constrained parameter estimation problem (7) to (8) at a given point (p,ŝ) and obtain a linear constrained least-squares problem in the unknowns (∆p, ∆s):
where the matrix
denotes the Jacobian of the constrained parameter estimation problem (7) to (8).
T we summarize the equality constraints.
A necessary condition for (p,ŝ) to be a local minimum of (7) to (8) is that
where J + denotes the generalized inverse
of the Jacobian J of the constrained parameter estimation problem.
As the experimental data is random the estimated solution (p,ŝ) of the parameter estimation problem is also a random variable which is in a first order approximation normally distributed
with the (unknown) true value (p * , s * ) as expected value and variance-covariance matrix
The variance-covariance matrix describes the confidence ellipsoid which is an approximation of a nonlinear confidence region of the estimated variables. The 100α% confidence ellipsoid (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) can be described by
The probability factor γ(α) is given by
where l 1 is the dimension of (p, s), l 2 is the dimension of the constraints d, and χ
(1 − α) is the quantile of the χ 2 -distribution.
Experimental design optimization problem
Optimum experimental design aims at maximizing the reliability of the variables to be estimated by the underlying constrained parameter estimation problem. Therefore we minimize a design criterion on the variance-covariance matrix C. As described above, the infinite-dimensional solution of the DAE system is parametrized by finite-dimensional variables s.
The optimum experimental design approach then leads to an optimal control problem of the following form
subject to (for every experiment i, i = 1, . . . , N ex ):
control and path constraints
constraints of the underlying parameter estimation problem
and the integrality constraints
Note that for every evaluation of the objective function and of the state constraints the solutions of the underlying DAE systems are required. For the objective function additionally derivatives of the solution of the DAE with respect to the parameters have to be computed.
Remark: Formally, we have introduced all initial values as variables s to obtain a finite-dimensional formulation of the optimization problem. If parts of the initial values are known in advance, they can be eliminated a priori in order to save computational effort.
Free variables of the optimization problem are the control profiles u i (t), the time-independent control variables q i , and the weights w i on possible measurements. The elements σ ij of the variance-covariance matrix Σ 2 of the measurement errors are now no longer considered as fixed values. This takes into account that the standard deviations of the measurement methods may depend on the experimental settings q i or on the states
Thus we are able to formulate also measurements with a relative or more complex measurement error.
Possible design criteria to minimize the confidence ellipsoid are:
• A-criterion: minimizing the average half axis length of the confidence ellipsoid resp. the average variance of the parameters
• E-criterion: minimizing the largest expansion of the confidence ellipsoid
where λ max denotes the largest eigenvalue of C, • D-criterion: minimizing the volume of the confidence ellipsoid.
In case of constrained parameter estimation problems we restrict on a regular submatrix of the variance-covariance matrix C corresponding to a linear combination K T ·(p,ŝ) of the variables of the parameter estimation problem. Matrix K ∈ R l 1 ×l K is of full rank. We obtain a restricted variance-covariance matrix
In principle, also other functions on the variance-covariance matrix can be treated, e.g., minimizing the maximal edge of a box enclosing the confidence ellipsoid, i.e., minimizing the maximal (scaled) variance of the parameters, or criteria defined on the off-diagonals of the variance-covariance matrix or on the correlation matrix, minimizing correlations of the parameters.
Direct approach
To solve the state-constrained optimal control problem (11) to (14) numerically we use a direct approach. We parametrize the control functions and discretize the solution of the DAE system and the state constraints to obtain a finite-dimensional constrained nonlinear optimization problem.
Parametrizing the control functions
The control functions are parametrized on an appropriate user-defined grid
and replaced by piecewise continuous functions with a finite-dimensional number of degrees of freedom. Typically these functions are piecewise constant or piecewise linear, but also other parametrizations are possible. If continuity at grid points τ i,j is required, additional constraints have to be introduced.
In the following we denote by the vector q not only the time-independent control variables but also the the additional control variables introduced by the parametrization of the control functions.
Discretization of state constraints and state variables
The state constraints in (12) are discretized on an appropriate grid defined by the user. They are replaced by interior point constraints on this grid. The grid does not need to be the same as for the parametrization of the control functions.
The solution of the DAE system is discretized applying methods of variable step size and order based on Backward Differentiation Formulae. The algebraic equations (3) of the DAE system depend on the control variables q which vary in every iteration of the optimization process. Thus the algebraic equations will normally not be consistent. Therefore, we use a relaxed formulation of the algebraic equations (see, e.g., Bock et al. [BES88] )
instead of (3) which allows us to solve the initial value problem for the modified DAE system (2) and (16) with consistent initial values x i (t i,0 ). The damping factor ϑ i (t), with ϑ i (t i,0 ) = 1 and 0 ≤ ϑ i (t) ≤ 1 for t ∈ [t i,0 , t i,f i ], should be non-increasing and may be chosen, e.g., as ϑ i (t) ≡ 1 or as ϑ i (t) = e −θ (t−t i,0 )
with θ > 0.
Consistent initial values for the original DAE system are eventually ensured by the consistency conditions
which we add to the constraints of the optimization problem.
Relaxation of the integrality constraints
The weights w on the measurements are 0-1-variables:
For the numerical solution of the optimization problem, we use a relaxed formulation of these integrality constraints:
A measurement with a weight 0.5, e.g., may be interpreted as a measurement with twice the variance as a measurement with weight 1. In an analogous way, also measurements with weights > 1 can be treated if desired. To obtain an integer solution we apply rounding heuristics to the solution of the relaxed problem if necessary. For example if we only have to fulfill restrictions on the number of measurements for each measurement method, we can round up the largest weights belonging to a measurement method and round off the smallest ones keeping the sum of all weights below or equal to the allowed maximum number. Another possibility is to accumulate the weights for each measurement method for increasing measurement times. If the accumulated sum is smaller than 1, round the current weight off to 0. If the sum reaches 1, round the current weight up to 1, decrease the sum by 1 and continue accumulating. Our computational results have shown that the solutions of the relaxed problems tend to be almost integer. Rounding in the described ways affects the value of the optimality criterion only slightly.
Numerical solution of the nonlinear optimization problem
We obtain a nonlinear finite-dimensional equality and inequality constrained optimization problem which we write in abbreviated form as
In the vector v we summarize the parametrized control variables q, the variables s describing the parametrization of the solution of the DAE system, and the weights w on the measurements. The consistency conditions (17) of the DAE system are contained in the equality constraints G(v) = 0.
We choose the method of sequential quadratic programming (SQP) for the solution of the optimization problem (20). The general approach of this method is as follows.
We start with an initial guess v 0 and calculate in a loop the subsequent iterate
The step length r k ∈ (0, 1] is determined by a line-search. The search direction ∆v k solves the quadratic subproblem (QP)
Here the matrix A k denotes an approximation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian function
where λ and µ are the Lagrangian multipliers.
Derivative Generation
The solution of the optimization problem with an SQP-method requires the evaluation of the objective function F and of the equality and inequality constraints G and H. Furthermore, the gradient of the objective function ∇F and the derivatives of the constraints ∇G and ∇H with respect to the optimization variables v are needed. The approximation of the Hessian A k is updated from step to step. The modifications are based on derivatives of the Lagrangian function.
We obtain the derivatives of the constraints c, d, and g with respect to the optimization variables v = (s, q, w) by applying the chain rule
The derivatives of the constraint functions with respect to x and v are calculated by Automatic Differentiation, see Bischof et al.
[BCK + 98]. The calculation of the derivatives of the solution trajectory x(t) with respect to the variables s and the controls q is explained in section 5.4. Since the variable x(t) does not depend on w, the derivative of x with respect to the weights w is trivially equal to zero.
It remains to derive formulas needed for the computation of the derivatives of the objective function with respect to the optimization variables v = (s, q, w). Since in most applications only directional derivatives are required, only dφ dv ∆v with a suitable direction ∆v has to be computed.
Using the chain rule we obtain:
In the following sections, we describe in detail how the required terms ∆J := dJ dv ∆v, ∆C := dC dJ ∆J, ∆φ = dφ dC ∆C are calculated.
Derivative of the design criteria with respect to the variance-covariance matrix
For the derivative of the design criteria φ with respect to the variance-covariance matrix C explicit formulas are available (see, e.g., Pázman [Páz86] ):
• A-criterion:
• E-criterion: Let φ E (C) = λ max (C) be a single eigenvalue of C and let z be the corresponding normalized eigenvector which is unique up to the sign. Then
• D-criterion:
Derivative of the variance-covariance matrix with respect to the Jacobian
In this subsection, the calculation of the derivative of the variance-covariance matrix C with respect to the Jacobian J of the underlying parameter estimation problem and the corresponding numerical implementations are discussed. The variance-covariance matrix
may be written as
Some technical manipulations yield
for the variance-covariance matrix and
for its derivative, with
Both for the calculation of the variance-covariance matrix C and for its derivative, formally (I 1 M −1 ) has to be multiplied with different matrices. To realize this operation, we use a generalized QR decomposition of the Jacobian J. The matrices J 1 and J 2 have to be decomposed only once.
Derivative of the Jacobian with respect to the optimization variables
It remains to establish formulas for the computation of the derivatives of the matrices J 1 and J 2 with respect to the optimization variables v.
We write the Jacobian J 1 of the least-squares problem (7) in abbreviated form as
,
, and the model response function b = (b ij (t ij , x i (t ij ), p, q i )) as introduced in (5).
For the derivative of row ij of the Jacobian J 1 with respect to the control variables q we obtain Finally, we have to provide the derivative of J T 1 J 1 with respect to the weights w. Let ∆w r := e r . Then
where e r is the r-th unit vector.
The derivatives of the constraints
of the underlying parameter estimation problem with respect to the control variables q (and analogously the variables s) can be computed as
The Jacobian J 2 does not depend on the weights w.
Derivative of the solution of the initial value problem of the DAE system
It remains to derive techniques to calculate the following expressions efficiently
This requires the numerical solution of an initial value problem for the DAE system and the first and second derivatives of the solution trajectory with respect to initial values, parameters, and controls. This is the main computational effort in the evaluation of the quadratic subproblem (22) and therefore has to be done very efficiently. In our approach the variables s i , introduced for the parametrization of the solution of the DAE system, are the initial values.
For an extended approach, where the variables s i consist of initial values and interior points, the calculation of the derivatives with respect to s i reduces to the calculation of the derivatives with respect to initial values starting at the points t i,j and can therefore be implemented in nearly the same way as in the presented approach here.
In case of multiple experiments the solution of the DAE system x i (t) is computed separately for each experiment. In the following we will omit the index i specifying the particular experiment for the sake of readability. The basic idea in the BDF-discretization is to approximate the unknownẏ n+1 in step n + 1 by a polynomial δy n+1 = − 1 h k i=0 α i y n+1−i of degree k through the last (already computed) values y n , . . . ,
The unknowns x n+1 = (y n+1 , z n+1 ) are iteratively determined by a modified Newton method.
In order to compute the derivatives of the state variables x with respect to initial values, parameters, and controls, we apply the techniques of Internal Numerical Differentiation (IND) which have been introduced by Bock 1981 [Boc81] . The idea is to calculate the exact derivative of the approximation of the solution of the initial value problem. Here we approximate the solution of the initial value problem by the BDF-discretization scheme (25). We consider the discretization as a mapping of the initial values, parameters, and controls to the discretized solution trajectory and differentiate this mapping by applying the chain rule. This mapping is continuous and differentiable with respect to the initial values, parameters, and controls, if we freeze the adaptive grid and all other adaptive decisions made by the integrator.
In one step (here step n + 1) the derivative of the discretized DAE system (25) with respect to the parameters p is of the form
On the other hand if we discretize the variational DAĖ
obtain the same system of equations as (26). This means that the solution of the variational DAE (27) is the derivative of the solution of the DAE system calculated by the BDF discretization -presupposed that we use the same discretization scheme for both.
In an analogous way we set up variational DAEs for the Wronskian matrices
for the calculation of the derivatives with respect to initial values and controls.
For the calculation of second derivatives we again differentiate the discretized system (26) with respect to the controls q. If we use the same discretization scheme as for the nominal solution (25) and the variational DAEs of first order (27) then discretizing the variational DAE of second ordeṙ
for the expression W p,q = ∂ 2 x/(∂q ∂(s, p)) is the second derivative of the discretized nominal solution with respect to parameters and controls. Similar schemes hold for the calculation of the second derivatives W x 0 ,q with respect to initial values and controls.
The required first and second derivatives of the model functions f and g of the DAE system are calculated by Automatic Differentiation (for more details see the ADIFOR User's Guide of Bischof et al. [BCK + 98]) which allows us to evaluate the derivatives with high accuracy. Moreover the user does not need to specify any derivatives of the model functions. We evaluate the complete expressions, e.g., f xx W q W p , by directional derivatives.
In every step of the BDF discretization, we have to solve a nonlinear system of equations (25) for the unknown x n+1 and linear systems of equations for the derivatives W n+1 . In our implementation we only need one evaluation and decomposition of the Jacobian of (25) to compute all first and second derivatives W n+1 . For the calculation of x n+2 by a modified Newton method we reuse the Jacobian again in the next step.
Remark: Note that the BDF polynomials represent a global error controlled approximation of the solution of the initial value problem (see Bock and Schlöder [BS81] ). Therefore, the grid of the BDF-discretization scheme may be decoupled from the grid for the evaluation of the model response and interior point constraints -and their derivatives. The computation of these quantities requires only the cheap evaluation of the BDF polynomials and no additional function calls of the (often costly) right hand side of the DAE.
Sequential proceeding for optimum experimental design
As the experimental design optimization problem (11) to (14) depends on the values of the parameters which are fixed within the optimization we have to apply a strategy which both determines the parameters and designs the experiments.
In Körkel et al. [KBBS99] we suggest a sequential approach which consists of the alternate solution of experimental design problems (with fixed parameters p) and parameter estimation problems (where the experimental settings (q, u, w) are fixed). Experimental data are evaluated by carrying out the optimized experiments in laboratory according to the ones suggested by the previous optimum experimental design. Further, we need an initial guess for the parameters which can be taken, e.g., from prior experiments, similar processes, or literature. We stop the sequential procedure if the quality for the parameter estimates satisfies the user's requirements.
Algorithm: Sequential parameter estimation and experimental design 
Use of a priori information in experimental design
When we optimize the experimental design in step 2 of the algorithm above we want to obtain new experiments which complement the information already present in the old experiments.
The rows of the Jacobian of the underlying parameter estimation problem consist of two parts -one for the old experiments and one for the new experiments. The variance-covariance matrix ensuing from this Jacobian describes the estimation error of a parameter estimate out of the experimental data from both the old experiments and the new ones. But of course, only the control variables and weights on the measurements belonging to the new experiments are variables for the experimental design optimization, whereas the old experiments are kept fixed.
Solution of the parameter estimation problem
For the optimum experimental design approach the underlying parameter estimation problem is parametrized by only a few variables as described in section 2.2. In the following we present a slightly different approach for the numerical solution of the infinite-dimensional constrained least-squares problem (1) to (4). To reduce the infinite-dimensional optimization problem to a finitedimensional one we again use a direct approach and apply the method of multiple shooting (introduced for parameter estimation by Bock [Boc81] , see also Bock [Boc87] or Schlöder [Sch88] ). We define an appropriate multiple shooting grid
which needs not to be the same as the grid for the parametrization of the control functions for the optimum experimental design problem. At the grid points τ i,j , j = 1, . . . , n τ i , we introduce additional variables ν i,j to parametrize the solution of the DAE system. On each interval [τ i,j , τ i,j+1 ], we solve an initial value problem for the DAE system with relaxed formulation of the algebraic equations (cf. section 3.2)
Now we can formulate a nonlinear finite-dimensional least-squares problem in the unknowns (p, ν)
We add the consistency conditions
to the constraints of the least-squares problem to ensure consistent intial values at the solution point. Additional continuity conditions for the differential state variables
guarantee continuity of the final solution also at the multiple shooting grid points. Here the control functions u i may be represented by additional control variables q i like in the optimum experimental design problem or by some other functions. In any case they are fixed within the parameter estimation problem.
Advantages of this approach are the free choice of the multiple shooting grid and of the initial guesses ν i,j of the state variables x i (τ j ) which enables the user to make use of information on the values of the states that, e.g., is given by the measurements. Moreover the influence of bad initial guesses for the parameter estimates is reduced.
We solve the constrained parameter estimation problem (7) to (8) by a modified Gauss-Newton method: we linearize the problem (29) to (32) at a given point (ν, p) and obtain a linear constrained least-squares problem in the iterates (∆ν, ∆p). If we order the parts of the objective and the constraints experiment-wise we yield a linearized least-squares problem with a Jacobian of the following structure
. . .
and right hand side
Here we use the following notations
. . , N ex , j = 0, . . . , n τ i resp. j = 0, . . . , n τ i − 1, and
For the calculation of H κ i,j we solve initial value problems for the DAE system and the first derivatives of the solution trajectory with respect to κ ∈ {ν i,j , p} on each interval [τ i,j , τ i,j+1 ]. These are computed experiment-wise by DAESOL using the techniques of Internal Numerical Differentiation as described in section 5.4.
Solving the structured linearized constrained least-squares problem with Jacobian J LS and right hand side rhs we exploit both the structure of the multiple experiments and of the multiple shooting approach in each experiment (see Schlöder [Sch88] and von Schwerin [vS98] ). First we eliminate the local variables ν i,1 , . . . , ν i,nτ i in each experiment and solve the structured condensed least-squares problem in the reduced set of variables (ν i,0 , p) with reduced Jacobian
and new right hand side
In each experiment we use a LU decomposition for the matrices corresponding to the local variables ν i,0 . The submatrices corresponding to the parameters p are also transformed as well as the right hand side. The remaining system is summarized and ordered by equality and least-squares conditions and solved by a generalized QR decomposition. We obtain a new iterate for the parameters p and then calculate successively the iterates for the local variables ν i,0 , ν i,1 , . . . , ν i,nτ i in a backward recursion.
Application of the methods to the reaction of urethane
We applied our methods and software tools to the reaction of urethane, provided by Kud from the BASF AG. Even though this example involves only few reactions, it already shows typical properties and difficulties of nonlinear experimental design, but it also demonstrates the enormous potential of this method.
Further applications are presented in Bauer et al. [BKBS98] .
The reaction of urethane
The reaction of urethane is a simultaneous and consecutive reaction including a reversible reaction:
with A we denote phenylisocyanate, B is butanol, C is urethane, D is allophanate, and E is isocyanurate. Solvent is dimethylsulfoxide.
The experiments for this reaction are carried out in a semi batch reactor with two feed vessels, one for phenylisocyanate and one for butanol. In the beginning, the reactor contains phenylisocyanate and butanol. The temperature inside the reactor can be controlled.
We describe this process by a nonlinear DAE model:
The molar numbers n 1 , . . . , n 5 of the species A to E and n 6 of the solvent are the state variables of the DAE system.
In this model eight parameters are unknown: the steric factors k ref i , i = 1, 2, 4, the activation energies E ai , i = 1, 2, 4, as well as the equilibrium constant k c2 (for the reference temperature T g2 ) and the reaction enthalpy dh 2 of the reversible reaction.
The two feeds are modelled by two monotonously increasing control functions
describing the profiles of the accumulated feeds. Multiplied with the initial molar numbers within the feed vessels, we get the feed molar numbers:
The third control function is the temperature profile
Each experiment lasts 80 hours. The beginning is Monday, 8 pm, the end Thursday, 4 pm. During the nights, the feed rates and the heating/cooling rate have to be zero due to safety rules.
Further control variables for experimental design are the mole ratios M V 1 ∈ [0.1; 10], M V 2 ∈ [0; 1000], and M V 3 ∈ [0; 10], the parts of active ingredients
Computational results
As initial guesses for the parameters values from literature were chosen. In the first iteration, one experiment was computed by minizing the A-criterion. The parameter estimation from the corresponding experimental data resulted in parameters with standard deviations of at most 2.5 % (see table 2 ). We decided to design a second A-optimal experiment taking into account the a priori information from the first experiment to improve this estimation. After the second parameter estimation, the standard deviations were smaller than 0.8 %.
The experimental data were generated by simulations. A set of parameters was assigned to be the true one. The simulation results of the measurements were perturbed by normally distributed errors with the variances of the measurement methods.
Initial values for the optimization
We started the optimization with the following initial values for the experimental design variables:
For the control functions we used the following initial profiles: We used an SGI O2 workstation with one mips R5000 processor and the IRIX 6.3 operation system. The code was compiled by the SGI C++ and FORTRAN compiler using the -O2 optimization level. The SQP library SNOPT of Gill et al. [GMS98] was applied. The optimization runs took up to 250 SQP iterations and lasted up to 1 hour and 15 minutes. • separation of the several reactions,
• isothermal experiments, • batch reactor.
He designed
• four experiments for the formation of urethane at three different temperatures using the titration measurement method, • six experiments for the formation of allophanate at five different temperatures using the HPLC1 measurement method, • and five experiments for the formation of isocyanurate at three different temperatures using the HPLC2 measurement method. E a4 1 0.658 ± 1 · 10 −3 0.6574 ± 2 · 10 −4 0.65725 ± 7 · 10 −5 dh 2 1 1.09 ± 2 · 10 −2 1.082 ± 6 · 10 −3 0.9 ± 3 · 10 −1 k c2 1 1.30 ± 3 · 10 −2 1.29 ± 1 · 10 −2 1.1 ± 3 · 10 −1 A-criterion 3.8 · 10 −3 5.5 · 10 −5 7.2 · 10 −2 Table 2 Sequential parameter estimation for the reaction of urethane. The table shows the initial guesses for the parameters, the estimates after one and two optimized experiments, and the parameter estimate from the intuitive experimental design after 15 experiments. The estimated parameters are shown with the corresponding standard deviations. The parameters are scaled such that all initial guesses are equal to 1.
The comparison between intuitive and optimum experimental design shows the enormous potential arising from the application of numerical methods regarding the savings of experimental costs and experimental effort.
